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Abstract 
The concepts of probability, statistics and stochastic theory are being successfully used in structural 
engineering. Markov Chain modelling is a simple stochastic process model that has found its application in 
both describing stochastic evolution of system and in system reliability estimation. The recent developments 
in Markov Chain Monte Carlo and the possible integration of Bayesian theory within Markov Chain theory 
have enhanced its application possibilities. However, the application possibility can be furthered to range over 
wider scales of application (perhaps from nano- to macro-) by considering the developments in Physics (in 
particular Quantum Physics). This paper tries to present the results of quantum physics that would help in 
interpretation of transition probability matrix. However, care has to be taken in the choice of densities in 
computing the transition probability matrix. The paper is based on available literature, and the aim is only to 
make an attempt to show how Markov Chain can be used to model systems at various scales. 
Key words:Classical Statistical Mechanics, Quantum Mechanics, Symmetry, Time-Reversible System, Markov 
Chain, Nonhomogeneous Markov Chain 
INTRODUCTION 
Determination of reliability of structural components/systems subjected to static loading or slowly varying loads and 
whose response evolves nonlinearly with load or time is the topic of current research. This requires that the 
probabilistic characteristics of response of the system be known at any stage of loading (or at any time instant 
considered). The probabilistic response in turn characterizes the probability of finding the system in different states at 
the instant considered. It is known that the probability density function of response, at different stages of loading or 
time instants, can be determined by having a suitable deterministic response evolution method in conjunction with 
Monte Carlo simulation technique. This can become computationally intensive/expensive, especially for large size 
problems. In such cases, there is a need to develop a suitable methodology for predicting the response evolution over 
the range of index space of interest. Needless to mention, the methodology should take into account the deterministic 
process along with the stochastic characteristics of evolution through proper statistical (viz. moments, joint moments) 
and memory (viz. one-step or in general m-step) properties. Use of Markov Chains (MCs) for describing the evolution 
of stochastic processes is well accepted [Benjamin and Cornell, 1970, Ang and Tang, 1984, Ditlevsen and Madsen, 
1996, Bogdanoff and Kozin, 1985, Prakash Desayi and Balaji Rao, 1989, Balaji Rao and Appa Rao, 2004, Balaji Rao, 
2005]. However, there are issues that need to be addressed when MC is used to describe the evolution of nonlinear 
response process. One of the important issues is to understand the degree of correlation among the states between two 
successive time (or loading) steps/stages and how this correlation propagates through evolution of the states at different 
time (or loading) steps/stages over the range of interest. Some of these issues have been recently addressed at SERC 
[Balaji Rao and Appa Rao, 1999, 2001, 2004, Balaji Rao et al, 2004a,  2004b, 2004c, 2005, Balaji Rao, 2005]. 
This paper makes an attempt to address the following theoretical/analytical issues regarding Markov Chain modelling 
for describing nonlinear response evolution of systems (under static loading conditions) and presents a methodology for 
estimation of reliability of classical statistical systems. The reliability estimation is addressed as a first passage 
problem. The aim is not to present any examples since they are available in many references (viz. [Balaji Rao and Appa 
Rao, 1999, 2001, 2004, Balaji Rao et al, 2004a,  2004b, 2004c, 2005, Rocha and Schueller, 2005, Balaji Rao, 2005]). 
While application of MC for stochastic modelling is well accepted in engineering for systems which are described 
using classical statistical mechanics, its usefulness in modelling systems at various scales is still an issue receiving 
recent attention [Beckerman, 1998, Barabasi, 2005, Melnyk et al, 2006].  In this paper, this issue is addressed by 
defining a metric and through identification of isometries associated with space-time symmetries and the use of these 
concepts for reversible systems.  First a metric is defined in the state space of a quantum mechanical system (micro-
scale) and it is shown how this metric also represents the statistical distance in a statistical system (macro-scale). The 
next task is to identify the isometries associated with the space time symmetries that facilitates in identifying the 
isometries associated with evolution of time reversible systems.   
APPLICATION OF MARKOV CHAIN FOR CLASSICAL STATISTICAL MECHANICAL 
SYSTEMS 
Markov Chain – Preliminaries 
The space-time evolution of most systems can be described by a MC representation. The time reversible systems whose 
stochastic evolution can be described by a homogeneous Markov chain (HMC) can be used for representation of linear 
elastic systems. It is also well accepted to approximate nonlinearly evolving systems by piece-wise linear 
approximation.  Thus, theory of HMC can be also used for nonhomogeneous Markov chain (NHMC), but the transition 
probability matrix (TPM) needs to be evaluated for different time/loading stages.  Keeping this in view, first the 
preliminaries of HMC are presented.  Then, formulations related to determination of reliability of systems whose 
response evolves nonlinearly with index space are presented. 
Markov Chain (MC) is a stochastic process model in which both the state space and the index space are discrete 
[Benjamin and Cornell, 1970]. The stochastic evolution of the system, modelled by homogeneous MC can be 
completely described by the Transition Probability Matrix (TPM), P. For a system with N states, the transition 
probability matrix P is  
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Typically, the element pij represents the probability that the state of the system will be j in the next step given that the 
state at present is i. If Xn denotes the state of the system at time tn, then 
( )iX|jXPp k1kij === +          (2) 
P is a one-step transition probability matrix the elements of which can be evaluated analytically once the deterministic 
model of the evolutionary phenomenon is available. The n-step TPM is given by 
Pn = P x P x … x P (n-times)         (3) 
where P = {pij}i∈1,N; j∈1,N; Pn = {pij(n)}i∈1,N; j∈1,N; pij(n) is the Probability{system state will by ‘j’ after n-transitions, 
starting from state ‘i’}. That is,  
( )iX|jXP)n(p knkij === +         (4) 
As the states of the system are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive after each transition, the probabilities in 
each row add up to 1.0. For a system whose evolution is defined by a homogeneous MC, the state of the system at any 
future time can be determined using the one-step TPM, once the initial state is known. The long-run behaviour of the 
system described by TPM, P, is characterised by a vector π = ( π1, π2, …, πN).  This vector also characterises the steady-
state behaviour of the system. The elements of the vector are obtained by solving the following set of simultaneous 
equations:  
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In general, the following are the steps involved in modelling the stochastic behaviour of the system using MC:  
Identification and definition of states of the system 
Determination of elements of TPM (may be obtained either using the observation or using analytical model 
developed or both) 
Estimation of the quantities of interest using the TPM 
Interpretation of the results obtained 
If the phenomenon considered is nonlinear/nonhomogeneous, a nonhomogeneous MC needs to be used for modelling 
the stochastic evolution. In such a case, the n-step TPM is given by 
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where Pm (m=1, …,n-1) represents the 1-step TPM estimated at the mth stage. 
Determination of elements of TPM 
A typical element of TPM of Markov Chain considered can be written as, 
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which gives the probability of the system being in state ‘j’ at loading stage Yk+1 given that the system was in state ‘i’ at 
loading stage Yk. To compute these probabilities, the information regarding jpdf of states at any two successive loading 
stages, (Yk, Yk+1), and also at loading stage, Yk, should be known. Since it is difficult to generate this information from 
the test data, in the present investigation, it is assumed that states at successive loading stages follow bivariate normal 
distributions and at any loading stage, the state follows a normal distribution. It is also noted that when means, 
variances and correlation coefficient values between the states at two successive loading stages (ρN,N+1) are known, the 
maximum entropy distribution would be bivariate normal distribution [Kapur, 1993]. Knowing the jpdf and pdf, and 
using the above equation, the elements of TPM can be computed. A typical element of the conditional 1-step TPM is 
given by 
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where ( )11, , ++ kkkk xxf  is the bivariate normal distribution given by 
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and ( )kk xf  is the univariate normal distribution, given by 
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Equation 8 is general and can also be used to formulate the TPM for cases wherein the jpdf is other than bivariate 
normal. 
Determination of probabilistic behaviour and reliability of the system 
Using the formulations presented above, it is possible to compute the statistical properties of the response state of the 
system, at any stage of loading, by making use of following steps: 
Divide the state space into mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive event sets and compute the central value 
of each event set, namely, (∆s1, ∆s2, ∆s3, …∆sm-1, ∆sm). 
Compute unconditional probability vector of the states of the system at any stage of loading, that is, (p1, p2, p3, …, 
pm) using Eq. 6. 
Compute the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the response state of the system using, 
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It is noted that dividing state space into finite number of states depends on the nature of problem considered.  If it is 
possible to determine the maximum possible (upper bound) response state of the system, the response statistics can be 
computed directly using Eqs. 11-13. However, if upper bound of the response state can not be computed, aggregation 
of response states should be done as follows. The allowable response, obtained based on specifications give in codes of 
practice, is considered as the starting point of the second aggregation state.  Thus, 
Aggregated State 1 = All states belonging to states with response less than the allowable response. 
Aggregated State 2 = The state with starting value of the set is the allowable value. 
When aggregation of response states is performed, it is possible to compute the probabilities of system in these two 
response states.  It may be noted that the probability of the system in aggregated state 2 is the failure probability.  Also, 
when aggregation is attempted, statistical properties (Eqs. 11-13) can be meaningful for aggregated state 1.  These 
properties give an idea about the system performance in safe state.  As can be expected the mean response of system in 
aggregated state 1 decreases with the increase of load. 
The NHMC constructed to describe the response process of the system can be used to compute the reliability of the 
system, against the specified limit state at a stage of loading. The sum of probabilities of the system being in aggregated 
state 2 gives the failure probability of the system.  Thus, 
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where i = 1,2,3, …, k1 are states belonging to aggregated state 1, and pi(Yk) are unconditional probabilities at applied 
loading of Yk. 
A NATURAL METRIC1 IN THE STATE SPACE 
Let the following notation be defined: 
S = Set of states of a quantum mechanical system2; Θ = Set of a real-valued observables; 
p(A, α, E) = Function representing the probability that the measurement of observables A∈ Θ on the state space α ∈ S 
given a result in the Borel set E of the real numbers ℜ.  Thus, p is defined on Θ x S x B (where B is a family of Borel 
sets of ℜ).  p has values in the closed interval [0,1] and is assumed to be such that p(A, α, ℜ) = 1, p(A, α, φ) = 0 (where 
φ is an empty set) and p(A, α, ∪Eb) = Σ p(A, α, Eb) for every discrete family of disjoint Borel sets.  Moreover, it is 
                                                 
1 Definition of a metric space [Apostol, 1996] : A metric is a non-empty set M of objects (called points) together with a 
function d from M x M to R (called the metric of the space) satisfying the following properties for all points x,y,z  ∈ M : 
d(x,x) = 0 
d(x,y) >0 if x ≠ y 
d(x,y) = d(y,x) 
d(x,y) = d(x,z) + d(z,y) (called the triangle inequality) 
Sometimes a metric space is denoted by (M,d) to emphasize that both the set M and the metric d play a role in the definition of 
a metric space. 
2 It may be mentioned here that the states of the system need not be only pure states but also entangled states occurring due to 
decoherence. And the application of principles of quantum mechanics can be for estimation of reliability of systems with 
inheritance and can also be applied over large length scales (even upto meters) provided the energy levels of the system are 
closer enough to define density operator [Penrose, 2004]. 
natural to assume that α = β whenever, p(A, α, E) = p(A, β, E) ∀ A ∈ Θ, E ∈ B and A = B whenever p(A, α, E) = p(B, 
α, E) ∀ α ∈ S, E ∈ B.   
Associating the following two point function TA(α, β) with every observable A, the measure on ℜ can be defined as 
follows: 
2
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where αA is the probability measure on ℜ defined by  
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σ being any finite measure on ℜ with respect to which αA and βA are absolutely continuous.  Next, by defining a two-
point function ),(inf),( βαβα α ATT Θ∈= and define the metric as follows 
),(cos2),( 1 βαβα Td −=         (19) 
where T(α,β) in the above equations can be viewed as generalised transition probability in a quantum mechanical 
systems and, it actually coincides with transition probabilities between pure states.  In full generality, however, there 
seems to be no reason why it should represent transition probability in any physical sense; rather, it should be regarded 
as quantitative evaluation of resemblance of the states α and β.  This is particularly clear in statistical mechanics, where 
the states are represented by probability densities on the phase space Ω, and the transition probability can be written 
down as  
2
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where ρα and ρβ are probability density functions of α and β and µ is the Liouville measure. Thus, T(α,β) in the above 
equation is a measure of or evaluation of overlap of ρα and ρβ. 
Since T is symmetric, has values in the interval [0,1], and is equal to 1 if and only if α = β, the distance d defined by 
Eq. 19 is also symmetric, not greater than π, and zero if and only if α ≠ β.  It can be shown also that d(α, β) satisfies the 
triangle inequality so that d(α, β) endows S with a bounded metric (in this case 0≤ d(α, β)≤π).  Like T(α,β), it provides 
a comparison between states: the smaller the distance, the greater the resemblance [Wootters, 1981]. 
In the special case where S represents the pure states of a quantum mechanical system, S is a complex projective space, 
and d coincides with the geodesic distance determined from the Riemannian structure of S. 
Symmetry forbids.  Forbidding imposes order, but many different things that posses certain order may derive from the 
same symmetry. That is why physicists believe that the underlying symmetry, which forbids whole classes of 
occurrences at one stroke, is, in a sense, more fundamental than the individual occurrences themselves, and is worth 
discovering. Every symmetry leaves some thing unchanged.  Such an unchanged quantity is called invariant by 
mathematicians and conserved quantity by physicists.  This property is very general and is given by the Noether’s 
theorem “for each symmetry, there is a corresponding conservation law” [Icke, 1988]. 
ISOMETRIES CONNCETED WITH SPACE-TIME SYMMETRIES 
If it is assumed that the system possesses a space-time symmetry group G, in the usual sense that there exists a class of 
physically equivalent reference frames related by G [Armstrong, 1988], there is a natural action of group on the space 
G of all realisable states and on the set Θ of all observables.  In fact, if a state α is prepared in the reference frame R by 
means of certain experimental arrangement, and g∈ G transforms R into an equivalent frame R’, another state α’≡ gα 
can be prepared, in principle, by transferring the experimental arrangement from R to R’.  Similarly, to an observable A 
measured in R by a certain apparatus there corresponds another observable A’ ≡ gA measured by the same apparatus 
transferred to R’. 
The action of G on S determined by the maps 
αα g
:g
→
→ SS           (21) 
is isometric.  The physical equivalence of reference frames entails the relation 
p(A,α,E) = p(gA,gα,E)         (22) 
from the definitions (1) and (2) the following relation is obtained 
TA(α,β) = TgA(gα,gβ)         (23) 
and  
),(),(inf),(inf),(inf),( '' βαβαβαβαβα ggTggTggTTT AAgAggAAA ==== Θ∈Θ∈Θ∈    (24) 
with bijective character of maps g : Θ→Θ taken into account.  Thus, T(α,β) = T(gα,gβ), and from Eq. 19  
d(α, β) = d(gα, gβ) ,   g∈ G         (25) 
As mentioned in the previous section, when S represents the pure states of a quantum-mechanical system, T(α,β) 
coincides with transition probability when the group is represented by unitary transformation of the underlying Hilbert 
space. 
ISOMETRIES CONNECTED WITH THE EVOLUTION OF REVERSIBLE SYSTEMS 
Supposing that, from the point of view of a single reference frame, the generic state α of the system as the outcome of 
preparation ending at time t0 and the generic observable A as a measurement process starting at time t0’.  Assuming, 
moreover, that for every τ≥0 the environmental conditions can be controlled during the time interval (t0, t0’ ≡ t0+τ).  
Denoting by m the generic choice of a value of τ together with assignment of environmental conditions.  Then, to each 
state α there corresponds another state mα which is the outcome of the preparation of α followed by the evolution 
under m, and to each observable A there corresponds another observable mA representing the same measurement 
process as A, but starting with delay τ after the system has evolved under m.  It is natural that semi-group Ξ represents 
the set of all physically realisable movements m of the system, with actions on S and Θ subject to the identity 
p(A,mα,E) = p(mA,α,E).  It can be shown that T(α,β) ≤ T(mα,mβ) for all m ∈ Ξ, or, equivalently, 
d(α, β) ≥ d(mα, mβ)         (26) 
In the case of classical statistical mechanics the above relation is always equality, because the integral (Eq. 20) is 
invariant under the underlying canonical transformations associated with the movements of the system. In quantum 
mechanics the relation (Eq. 26) is again an equality; on account of unitary character of the evolution operators. 
In greater generality, a sufficient condition in order that relation (Eq. 26) hold as an equality is the assumption that the 
movements Ξ constitute a group, rather than merely a semi-group. This can be interpreted as an assumption of 
reversibility, in the sense that to each regulation m of external conditions acting on the physical states one can associate 
another regulation m-1 restoring the initial situation (with m-1 independent of the state). 
Thus, for reversible systems, the state space S possesses a group of isometries representing the movements of the 
physical system, and it is natural to assume that this group acts transitively on S: actually, the condition of transitivity 
can be regarded as the very definition of what is meant by assertion that distinct elements of S represent states of the 
same physical system.   
POSSIBILITIES FOR FUTURE  
The following are essentially based on Wallace (2001). 
Description of states at equilibrium in classical statistical Mechanics: 
• The possible states of a classical statistical system are given by the points in some phase P. 
• At any given time t, the specific system under consideration has a determinate state given by a specific point in P - 
though this point is assumed not to be exactly known. 
• At time t, the probability that this determinate state is in a given region of P is given by some probability 
distribution over P 
• The time – evolution of the system is deterministic (given by Hamilton’s equations) and so knowing the 
probability distribution at one time tell us what it is at all other times. 
• A system is said to be at equilibrium when the probability distribution does not vary in time. 
On conceptual side, there is a problem of defining the probability distribution over phase space, though interpreted in a 
relative frequency terms. Because, the observed system is only one!. 
With the above problem of non-existence of ensemble in a real world, Wallace (2001) suggests ‘Quantum 
Interpretation of Statistical Probability (QISP)’. 
Quantum Interpretation of Statistical Probability (QISP). 
‘Ignorance’ probability in the sense of a probability distribution over a space of many possible states of a system, one 
of which is actual, has to be looked at critically in statistical mechanics. As such, the use of ‘probability’ density 
operator in statistical mechanics needs further examination. When a density operator, is used to describe a statistical 
system, it is to be understood as the determinate-though highly non-pure-‘entanglement’ density operator which 
describes that specific system. 
The map is of from 
( ) ∫→ ρρρρ )(pDp          (27) 
Where p(ρ) is the given probability distribution over entanglement density operators ρ and the map in (27) is many-to-
one. While map (27) is for a realistic quantum systems, to get a feel for ‘ρ’ the form for an isolated quantum system is 
presented below. 
∑ <>=
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where p(i) is a given probability distribution p(i) over some (not necessarily orthogonal) states {|i>}. 
The following six reasons for proposing the above conjecture were given in [Wallace, 2001]. Out of these six, the first 
three reasons are conceptual and the other three are more dynamical and probably more important. 
1. In classical statistical mechanics, the main problem is under determination of probability distribution by the 
statistical facts. This problem would be automatically solved in QISP. 
2. It would make the concept of ‘ensemble’ rather less problematic. By defining the density operator to be describing 
the system (single system under consideration) totally avoids the confusion of ensemble of classical statistical 
mechanics (which is more of a theoretical abstraction than a reality). In particular, concepts like entropy are 
defined, in CSM, to apply to an ensemble rather than an individual system, as in QISP. In quantum mechanics, if 
QISP holds, then it makes sense to describe a single system as being in a macrostate (i.e., described by an 
entanglement density operator), and we should be able to assign macrostate properties such as entropy to that 
single system. This may make at more coherent to describe a unique system as having ascertain probability 
distribution. This redescription of single systems has relevance for the reduction of thermodynamics to statistical 
mechanics. 
3. If QISP holds, then the (highly problematic) probabilities of statistical mechanics are to a large extent removed 
from consideration, to be replaced with the probability intrinsic to quantum mechanics. However, this problem 
needs more research. 
4. QISP allows us to construct ‘transcendental’ account of equilibrium-that is, a justification of the equilibrium state 
independent of any causal story as to how systems get into equilibrium in the first place- for quantum mechanics 
which in some way is similar to classical statistical mechanics. In the case of classical statistical mechanics the 
system equilibrium is decided in such way that the possible realizations of microstates are combined in such way 
that it is consistent with observed or to be modeled macrostate. Since we are considering equilibrium system 
behaviour we are talking about steady state modeling. The invariant quantity, assuming no dissipation, is energy. 
Hence, the candidate distributions proposed for microstates should be based on conservation of energy or should 
have energy as time invariant quantity. The microcanonical distribution hypothesized should satisfy the law of 
conservation of energy (it may be quickly recalled that the microcanonical distribution may be Boltzmann’s 
distribution or equipartition distribution). In quantum mechanics also the concept of transcendental equilibrium is 
some what similar, except that in addition to above points (1)-(3), wherein we have density operator defined on 
states of quantum system (mostly entangled) are definite states of the system. Hence, some kind of eigen value 
analysis seems to help define the density operators on states of system. But all the studies from decoherence 
suggests that (in the absence of dissipation) the only density operators which are invariant under decoherence  are 
projections (and sums of projections) onto eigenspaces of the conserved quantities. For a system with energy as 
the only conserved quantity, those invariant density operators are microcanonical operators and their sums.  
5. Some of the important concepts, generally invoked in classical statistical mechanics, for describing the system in 
equilibrium is the concept of stationarity and much stronger property being ergodicity. Ergodicity is generally 
assumed to have mathematical simplicity/tractability and in engineering due to limitations imposed by 
experimentation (assuming that the process can be well approximated by a stationary process). The assumption of 
ergodicity is not required or it is natural to a quantum mechanical system since we neither have ensembles nor we 
have pdf evolving in time or constant defined over state space. We are handling a single system (dynamical) 
which is in equilibrium with environment (taken care of by decoherence of pure states of system). 
6. If the plausibility of observation (4), dealing with equilibrium behaviour, is accepted, then the microcanonical 
density operator (interpreted as an entanglement density operator) is the only state of the system (at given energy) 
which is a valid equilibrium state-all other states evolve towards that state, so any probability distribution over any 
other states will not be an equilibrium distribution at all. In otherwords, QISP holds at equilibrium, because the 
dynamics of the system force it upon us. 
SUMMARY 
In this paper, an attempt has been made to show how Markov Chain can be used to model systems at various scales. 
The emphasis was on how to address the formulation and interpretation of transition probability matrix using the 
concepts of classical statistical and quantum mechanics.  It is to be mentioned that, at present, both classical statistical 
and quantum mechanics are to be applied depending upon the scales of phenomenon being modelled.  To the author’s 
knowledge, QISP seems to play an important role in future developments in experimental mechanics. Further studies in 
this direction are being carried out at SERC, Chennai. 
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